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Oklahoma City AV Streetcar Feasibility 
Study Background and Objectives 

 

 

 

Assess the current state of connected and autonomous vehicle (CAV) 
technologies for rail transit 

Identify lessons learned from existing projects and research efforts 

Understand status of regulations / legislation 

Develop a scoping document and implementation plan for the use of AV 
for the OKC Streetcar  

Define recommended next steps 

Collaborative study between AECOM and Jacobs 

 



Why an Autonomous Streetcar? 
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• Safety 

• Reliability 

• Customer Focus 

• Operational Costs 

• Innovation / Attraction 

• Transportation/Transit Industry 

 

• Learning Curve 

• Public Acceptance 

• Cyber Security 

• Liability 

• Industry in its Infancy 
Among first of its kind 

 

Benefits Concerns 
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• At least some aspect of control occurs 
without driver input 

 
• May be automated or connected 
 
• Implications for safety, convenience, and 

physical environment 

Connected and Autonomous Vehicles Definition 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Grade of Automation (GoA) for Train Systems 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_automated_urban_metro_subway_systems
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Automation of Transit System 

Siemens Combino  
Self-Driving Trolley 

2018 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Automatic Train Operation (ATO)1. First ATO operation in 19672. London Underground Victoria Line3. Improved frequency of service4. Can operate with no driver in cabUnattended Train Operation (UTO)1. First UTO operation in 19832. VAL system in Lille, France3. Improved reliability and safety4. No recorded fatalitiesGrade of Automation (GoA) Level 2 SystemsGoA 2: Trains run autonomously from station to station. Driver remains in cab and is responsible for door closing, obstacle detection, and emergencies.1. Five operational in the United States2. Driver on board typically operates doorsGrade of Automation (GoA) Level 3 SystemsGoA3: Trains run autonomously from station to station, staff on board responsible for door closing and emergencies. 1. None operational in the United States2. Exist in London, Barcelona, Beijing, Sofia, and Kuala LumpurGrade of Automation (GoA) Level 4 SystemsGoA 4: Trains capable of operating autonomously all the time, including door closing, obstacle detection, and emergencies.1. 15 operational in the United States2. Mainly airport people movers3. Feature dedicated guideways, mostly above gradeAutonomous Streetcars and Trams1. Forward, side and rear scanning radar for accident avoidance2. Current Projects:CopenhagenDubaiVitry-sur-Seine, FranceAlstom / RATP Autonomous Tram, France1. Alstom + RATP (Régie Autonome des Transports Parisiens) project2. Autonomous stabling of a tram at French T7 depot in Vitry-sur-Seine3. Six month test period, next phase anticipated in second half of 20174. Tram uses lidar to detect obstacles and react by reducing speed or braking5. Can also recognize its stabling point and situate itself on site6. Partially used the technology of EasymileAutonomous Rail Transit, China 1. Unveiled by Chinese railcar-maker CRCC in June 20172. Autonomous Rail Transit (ART) project in Zhuzhou, Hunan province3. Rubber wheels on plastic core and copyrighted autonomous technology to guide vehicle4. First ART line will be launched in Zhuzhou with total length of 6.5 kmComplete with multiple LiDAR, radar and camera sensors, the Siemens Combino tram has multiple virtual eyes with which to view oncoming traffic. And inside, algorithms interpret that data and give instructions. Siemens says in a press release that the Combino can interpret tram signals, stop at tram stops, and even react autonomously to hazards like crossing pedestrians and other vehicles. �On its first trial runs in live traffic, the Combino performed as expected on its 3.7-mile (6km) route. With a veteran human conductor riding along as backup, the tram showed no problems with bikes or cars that crossed its path. At one point, Siemens staged an emergency when an employee pushed a baby stroller onto the tracks. When the obstacle was spotted by its sensors, the tram immediately hit its brakes.
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Each vehicle is a node with the ability to send and receive 
critical safety + mobility information to other vehicles 

Vehicle to Vehicle Communication (V2V) 
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Vehicles are able to send and receive information to 
surrounding infrastructure 

Vehicle to Infrastructure Communication (V2I) 
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Vehicles can communicate with other vehicles, infrastructure, 
and other users of the public right-of-way 

Vehicle to Everything Communication (V2X) 



Connected Streetcars to  

• Detect other connected 
vehicles 

• Warn operators of 
conflicts 

• Reduce risk of collision  

Connected Streetcar Case Study 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The TECO Line Streetcar System is an electric trolley line that roughly follows Channelside Drive between downtown Tampa and Ybor City. The Tampa Connected Vehicle Pilot will equip TECO Line streetcars with devices that enable them to detect other connected vehicles. Streetcar operators will receive a warning when a connected vehicle is about to cross the track, reducing the risk of a collision.Tampa, Florida, USA – TECO Line Streetcar SystemAs part of the Tampa ConnectedVehicle Pilot, existing streetcarsare being equipped with connectedvehicle technology that will allow thestreetcars to “see” any connectedvehicle or pedestrian, and alert thedriver to stop when there is a conflict.The system will not control thestreetcar, but simply act as an earlywarning for the operator to react asnecessary.• The pilot will install connectedvehicle systems on ten streetcars.The systems can receive signalsfrom pedestrian sensors outfittedin crosswalks, or personal mobiledevices, as well as connectedvehicle systems.• The Pilot will deploy 1,600 private vehicles with theconnected systems, ten buses, ten streetcars (retrofitHeritage streetcars), and 500 participating pedestrians.• The cost for the pilot (including vehicles, buses, and streetcars) is being funded by a $17 millioncontract with the USDOT and a $4 million contribution from the Tampa Hillsborough ExpresswayAuthority from toll revenue.• The schedule includes three phases: Phase I - Concept Development (September 2015-August2016), Phase II - Design, Implementation, and Testing (September 2016-april 2018), and Phase III -Operation and Maintenance (May 2018-December 2019).• Equipment for the Connected Vehicle Pilot is being provided by several sources. Siemens isdeveloping the roadside units that will communicate with the connected vehicles and the City’sTransportation Management Center via DSRC. Brandmotion, the vehicle systems integrationpartner, is working with Savari, Commsignia, and SiriusXM to supply onboard units that will beinstalled in vehicles. These units will display safety messages.
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Industry Interviews 
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o Oklahoma State University 
o University of Oklahoma 

o Alstom/RATP AV Tram 
o Local Motors – Developer of 

“Olli” 
o EMTRAC 
o Quantum Spatial  
o Proterra 
o Gillig 
o New Flyer 
o Brookville 
o Siemens 
o Easy Mile 
o DELPHI 
o Here 
o Opticom GPS 

Universities 

o Colorado DOT- Otto AV Freight 
Demonstration 

o Contra Costa County Transit 
Authority- GoMentum Station 

o Miami Metromover 
o OKC Public Agencies 

Transit and Public Agencies 

Private Vendors/Technology 
Companies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pilot Project Policies/Research and StrategiesCities have gray understanding of technologies, they are not specifically illegal and therefore it’s permissible to test technologies. Cities and agency are cautious about legislation - Companies are still in the technology testing phase so they are avoiding enacting legislation today that may prohibit future testing/standards and guidelines.Most of the transit agencies and technology companies interviewed did not see potential for autonomous fixed rail transit systems for mixed-traffic conditions. The technology used to detect pedestrians, cyclists, motorists and automobile traffic needs to be further defined – this could be a long-term goal. In some cities, implementation has begun to pilot signal phase and timing (SPaT)Bill AB1592 (Bonilla) passed, which allows exemption of the need to have a steering wheel, brake pedal and gas pedal.The Federal government needs consistent regulations for all 50 states (signage/striping/uniform traffic control/permitting).Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV’s) need certification in order to operate. Need policy for car’s opening into traffic, toll collections – need to know when people pay, dictate ROW operational procedures for emergency vehicles/lane closures. Pilot Project Manufacturers of AV technology/Research of Product DevelopmentGoMentum Station project – largest testing facility in US (5K acres) with license to test and is military owned. Current state or federal regulations don’t apply ($26M in project budget - $3.5M in Governor’s budget)Four major partners: 2 divisions of Honda research testing Acura’s using hands free and feet off the pedal technology. Testing vehicle infrastructure with cameras (not using DSRC)Most testing facilities don’t factor in technologies for TNCs – factor in using different standards for highway capacity.Share and autonomous vehicle testing for first/last mile is the only pilot in America – goal is to close the gap for disabled households (need assistance connecting to transit) and serve as a feeder system between home and transit properties. Vehicle positioning does not rely on GPS - Dead reckoning allows the vehicle to know where it is against an internal map that is generated by the initial autonomous testing run. Cognitive intelligence allows the vehicle to acknowledge the rider as a person – similar to a bus driver. It can give advice, directions, and correlation; (i.e. if you travel to the park and it’s going to rain, the vehicle may ask “Did you bring an umbrella?”). Universities are developing hardware and software algorithms for autonomous navigation-ubiquitous across air and ground vehicles. Technology will generate a specific path, intelligently figure out path with obstacles, integrating sensors (LiDAR or Ultrasonic)In Europe, autonomous technologies for mixed-traffic have been tested - currently scoping next phase of the project which include obstacles, bicycles, emergency breaking or deceleration. Free space optics is a laser approach to communication/line of sight that is comparable to fiber, except with a laser beam that carries 1 second and 0 second electrons – could be used as a feedback loop for mass transit.Two main systems used across all streetcars: AVI - Automatic Vehicle Identification – a transponder the size of a hockey puck that works like turn arrows- senses loops and gives it a signal and on almost all vehiclesTWC - Train to Wayside Control - a little more in depth, allows a little more interoperability- car identification number and can toggle switch over to call routes- communicates with automatic switches The only first running fully autonomous system in U.S. coming online features an elevated track made by Ensaldo located in Hawaii.  Mobileye is a system that provides collision prevention and mitigation by warning drivers of potential incidents before they happen including pedestrian and bicyclist detection.  Pilot Project Case StudiesManufactures may be looking at level three testing with operator in vehicle but with LiDAR and radar video analytics to engage driver in different ways – system would be driver override versus final action.Two aspects: vehicle technology and technology along the corridor – how will the two technologies interact and outfitting them with communication materials to send real time information about location with dedicated short range communications (DSRC)Metromover is fully automated but not autonomous, nothing in mixed traffic and no vehicle sensing. Operates in a fixed, elevated and dedicated guideway.Benefits are operational costs savings and reduced labor costs.Interested in piloting share autonomous vehicles for first/last mile – demonstrate dynamic routing & connections protection for connected vehicle. Pilot Project Traffic Communications/Infrastructure  Autonomous technologies for fixed rail systems are possible but present more challenges. In urban environments it is more complex for the system to predict with cars, bikes, and pedestrians moving with non-standard trajectory. Barriers with one-way traffic have easier trajectories.Fixed block system – everything is predefined, want to go to communication based train controlMost if not all of the autonomous vehicle manufactures and testing facilities are using DSRC and LiDAR sensing to locate nearby obstacles, traffic, and pedestrians. 
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Applicable AV Technologies 



VEHICLE REQUIREMENTS 



Vehicle Requirements  - Existing Systems 
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o Propulsion System 
o Dynamic Braking 
o Friction Braking 
o Track/Park Brake 
o Pantograph/Power Collection 
o Battery Charger/LVPS 
o OESS – Battery Power 

 
 

o Horn/Bell 
o Door Operation System 
o Radio/Silent Alarm 
o HVAC 
 

 

o Lighting/Emer. Lighting 
o PA/Intercom/APIS/APC 
o CCTV/Platform Cameras 
o GPS/AVL/TSP/TWC 

 

Group 1 
Propulsion/Braking 

Group 3 
Communication/Safety & Security 

Group 2 
Operator Controls 



Vehicle Requirements  - Existing Systems – Operator Cab 
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o Master Controller 
o Deadman Switch 
o Key Switch 
o Emergency Brake Button 
o Reverser Switch 
o Foot Switches - TWC 
o Raise/Lower Pantograph 

 
 

o Radio/Silent Alarm 
o Communications Panel 
o Microphone 
o Door Controls 
o Horn/Bell 
o Windshield Wiper/Washer 
o Cab Comfort/Defroster 
o CCTV - Platform 
o Lights/Flashers 

 
 

o On/Off Wire Indicator 
o Bypass Circuits – Doors, Brakes, Speed 
o Status/Fault Indicators 
o Speedometer 

 
 

Group 1 
Operator Controls - Streetcar 

Group 3 
Operational Indicators 

Group 2 
Operator Controls – On-board 

Systems 



Vehicle Requirements  - Vehicle Functions 
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o Acceleration 
o Deceleration 
o Overspeed Protection 
o Roll Back Prevention 
o No Motion Detection 
o Spin/Slide Control 
o Speed Control 
o Sanding 
 

 

o Stop Request 
o Doors Open/Close 
o Door Annunciation 
o Emergency Door Release 
o Door Obstruction Detection 
o Power Collection and Regeneration 
o Load Weigh/Tractive Effort & Platform 

Height 
 

Group 1 
Acceleration/Braking 

Group 2 
Operational Functions 



Operating Scenario 
Conductors/Ambassador – Customer Service 

• Passenger Assistance 
• Fare collection/enforcement 
• Security 
• Incident Response 

 
Dispatchers / Controllers 

• Monitor Operations 
• Passenger Emergency Intercom 
• Incident Response: Accidents/Silent Alarm 
• Qualified as Operators  
• Adjustment of Schedule, Routing Changes 



Cost Impacts 
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Potential operational savings of 
10% to 20% annually ($400k-
$800k) 

 



RECOMMENDATION 



Create Autonomous Streetcar Test Laboratory 
• City to administer 
• Governed by Board of Directors (public and private) 

Recommendations  
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Launch three year research and development program 
• Funding from OKC, EMBARK, federal sources, private sources, stakeholders 
• Dedicate Car #7 to be equipped with necessary components 

A significant return-on-investment from the development of the design requirements, 
safety standards assessed, and lessons learned that could translate to the rest of the 
CAV transportation industry should be expected 



PILOT PROJECT MODEL 



Objectives of Pilot Project 
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Scope of Pilot Project  
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Use of Hudson Non-Revenue Track 
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• Benefit to testing in non-
revenue mode- unique to OKC 
system 

• Investment in the storage and 
maintenance facility away 
from the revenue line creates 
unique opportunity for 
funding/study  

• Non-revenue track in center 
lane makes dual direction 
testing possible 

1/3 mile test track 



Potential Phasing Plan for AV Streetcar Project 
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Outreach and Communication 
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Gain an understanding of public perceptions/concerns 

Mine ideas related to other applications- cross-industry interests 

 
Educational materials 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Preparation of Autonomous Streetcar Pilot Project ProposalContact by City with USDOTOutreach to Partners	- “Request for Interest”	- “Request for Proposals”Concept Refinement and Definition of Pilot Project	-  Capital Cost Assessment	-  Safety and Security Plan	-  Testing and Commissioning 



SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 



Findings 
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– An autonomous streetcar system is feasible 

– Significant complexities will need to be 
addressed 
• Reviews and approvals from multiple agencies 
• Safety certification and start up processes 

would need to be established 

– An AV streetcar in OKC would be the first of 
its kind in North America 
• Help establish new standards and best-

practices 
• Could be of great benefit to surface-running 

transit systems 
• Important first step toward transition to 

comprehensive CAV transportation network 
 

Siemens Combino Tram Potsdam, Germany 
World’s First Autonomous Tram 
Source: Popular Mechanics 



THANK YOU 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Veronica Siranosian, AICP, LEED GA 
Veronica.Siranosian@aecom.com 
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